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Air Quality Modelling System 
- PREPSLO: 5*5km inner domain nested to  kAIROS  

(italian SNPA model system)  including Northern Italy 
and Slovenia.

- CTM:CHIMERE2017 
- METEO: COSMO_5MED
- BC: kAIROS 
- Emission: PREPAIR project

The monitoring 
station  available 
in PREPAIR 
project.



PREPAIR (Po Regions Engaged to Policies of AIR) aims at implementing the measures foreseen in the 
regional plans and in the Po Valley agreement at a larger scale so to strengthen the sustainability and 
durability of results: the geographical coverage of the IP is the Po Valley with the regions and cities that 
mainly influence air quality in the basin. The IP actions are also extended to Slovenia in order to assess 
and reduce pollutants transportation also across the Adriactic see



PM10 - All regions - Background

- Only two stations are outside the green and orange areas of 

the scatter plot.
- In the summary report all indicators satisfy the performance 

criteria.
- In the assessment target plot MQI_HD satisfies the 

performance criteria while the MQI_YR is > 1.????



PM10 - All regions - Background - Plane

New  parameter for uncertainty:
Alpha=0.25,N_p=30, N_pp=1.5

Old   parameter for uncertainty:
Alpha=0.13,N_p=20, N_pp=0.25



PM2.5 - All regions - Background 

- Only three stations are outside the green and orange areas of 

the scatter plot.
- In the summary report all indicators satisfy the performance 

criteria except for the Hperc Norm indicator. Overestimation of 
PM25

- In the assessment target plot  both MQI indicators don’t 
satisfy the performance criteria.



PM2.5 - All regions - Background - Plane

- Only one station is outside the green and orange areas of the 

scatter plot.
- In the summary report all indicators satisfy the performance 

criteria.
- In the assessment target plot  both MQI indicators satisfy the 

performance criteria.



 

Dynamic Evaluation bg plane stations 
PM10                                                            PM2.5

- Both graphs show good performance for urban and rural background comparison as well as weekend / 

weekday.
- seasonal variation are very similar but  for  pm10 are red and pm25 are green



Both graphs show the same performance but  pm10 are red and pm25 are green in  new dinamical plots 

Dynamic Evaluation bg plane stations 
PM10                                                            PM2.5



Suggestions and further activity

General comment:
There are lots of  plots and indicators; we have to better  specify  which  are “mandatory”.

New dynamic evaluation  is very interesting but scatterplot for UT-UB and UB-RB 
increment could be useful to better understand good MPI.

If  MQI_YR  should be <=1 also for time series data should be useful  to have another 
column with the MQI_YR indicator for each station, as in the case of MQI_HD in 
dumpfile.txt of target plot; Target and scatter plot for yearly average starting from hourly 
data set could also be useful. Now  yearly result can be  obtained only from yearly data 
set.
  
Further model simulation to analyse the interannual model  performance
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